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trapezoidal, 150, 155
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Q or quality factor
high-Q resonators, 147
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quasiperiodic, 263
demodulation, 317
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aliasing, 266, 271
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Schmitt trigger, 202
series-series feedback, 71, 93
series-shunt feedback, 69, 97
shot noise, 59
shunt-series feedback, 72, 102
shunt-shunt feedback, 70, 87
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readforce, 348
readic, 353
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readns, 349, 353
red noise, 59
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noise, 59
noiseless, 64
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demodulation, 317
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strobing, 238
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Schmitt trigger, 202
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shot noise, 59
shunt-series feedback, 72, 102
shunt-shunt feedback, 70, 87
sigglobal, see relref
ΣΔ modulator, 160
noise and distortion, 303
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slew-rate limiting, 113
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spectral noise density, 59
Spectre
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time-step control, 180
SPICE
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parameters, 361
subckt, 361
step, 355
current measurements, 237
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strobing, 238
demodulation, 241
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subcircuits
call, 361
definition, 361
parameter expressions, 363
parameterized, 363
subckt, 361
switched-filter, 118, 160, 167, 224, 238
distortion, 313
noise, 66
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T
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THD, see harmonic distortion
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